Thursday
Jan 14
1:00 pm – 2:15 pm
G157 Stone Building

Graduate Student Development Session:
MUST KNOWS – IRB & District Reviews

Hosted by: Dr. Stacey Rutledge

• Julie Haltiwanger, Secretary to the Committee, FSU Institutional Review Board
• Gillian Gregory, Director of Testing, Research & Evaluation, Leon County Public Schools
• Stephanie Brown, Research Associate, National Center for Scaling Up Effective Schools

Please join us for our first R3 of the Spring semester. It is a critical one at that! Anyone who is or will be doing research should take advantage of this session as you will gleam important information and insights on applying for human subjects approval. Not working with human subjects directly, just using administrative or survey data on them?? – guess what, you need this session too… Dr. Rutledge will host the session. She and Stephanie Brown, from their research for the National Center for Scaling Up Effective Schools, will share their extensive experiences with IRB and District Reviews. We are thrilled to have Julie Haltiwanger from FSU’S IRB and Gillian Gregory from Leon County join us to share important information on their respective review processes.